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Combining ability for important processing characters besides yield was studied using Line x 
Tester analysis comprising of eight lines resistant to bacterial wilt and five testers with good 
horticultural qualities but susceptible to bacterial wilt, Analysis of variance revealed considerable 
amount of genetic variability among parents and their hybrids for all the characters except for pH 
indicating the influence of non-additive gene action. Among resistant parents DMT -6, DMT -7 
and L-15 and BFL-2 among susceptible parents were good general combiners for quality and 
yield. Among 40 hybrids studied eight were found suitable for processing. Among eight, DMT-6 
BFL-2 recorded an estimated the highest yield of 1389.9 g followed by DMT-7 DMT-D and L-
14 DMT-D. These hybrids in addition to high yield, exhibited high TSS, lycopene, pericarp 
thickness and pH were also bacterial wilt resistant. 
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Screening of 62 Hevea clones was carried out at Nettana in Karnataka, a recognized hot spot 
region for Corynespora leaffall (CLF) disease in India. The clonal susceptibility was assessed by 
recording the disease intensity from the demarcated plants under natural infection in the field as 
well as in the nursery for four consecutive seasons. Based on the average percent disease index, 
it was found that 10 clones in the main field and 4 clones in bud wood nursery showed no 
infection during initial screening. Subsequently they showed differential susceptibility to CLF 
disease and all the clones included in the study were found infected. Based on the average 
disease intensity across years, popular high yielding clone RRII 105 was found highly 
susceptible. Similar level of susceptibility was also observed for PR 255, PR 261 and PB 28/83. 
Other commercially cultivated clones, RRIM 600 and GT 1 were classified under resistant 
clones, while popular clones like RRII 208, PB 252, PB 5/51 and PB 213 as tolerant clones. The 
remaining clones were classified as moderately susceptible. Analyses of variance revealed 
significant variations among clones, year and clone x year interaction components. Though 
average performance of clones vacillated across years, their susceptibility rankings remained 
relatively constant. Cluster analyses reveled natural grouping of five distinct clusters of clones 
based on the susceptibility. The most susceptible clones, including RRII 105 remained very 
susceptible throughout the study period. There were no clones showing true genetic resistance, 
however, about 63% in nursery and 68% in field of the total clones were falling in the first 
cluster which showed some tolerance or lesser susceptibility to the disease. Remaining clusters 
were intermediary to the extreme categories. As availability of suitable sources of resistance is a 
basic tool for the breeder, information generated is useful in successful resistance breeding 
programmes for CLF disease. 
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